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Pressure
Sensor

Kaiser 9264-21
Airtight Junction

Box

Gasket Attached to Disk

4-Pos SensorBus Connector

Screw that Attaches
Disk to Junction Box

Pressure
Ports

CZ-22 Differential Pressure Sensor Components

The CZ-22 differential pressure sensor is a 4-wire SensorBus
device that is used to measure low differential pressures in
cleanrooms. The unit is available in 5 pressure ranges.
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Model Pressure Range

CZ-22A ±25 Pa (±0.1 inches of water)

CZ-22B ±50 Pa (±0.2 inches of water)

CZ-22C ±125 Pa (±0.5 inches of water)

CZ-22D ±250 Pa (±1.0 inches of water)

CZ-22E ±500 Pa (±2.0 inches of water)
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Remote Differential Pressure Port Installation
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Insert 1/8” ID
Tubing to Pressure Sensor

Through Hole

Drill 3/8” Hole
in Ceiling Tile

Slip Tubing
over Barb

Fitting

Add a Bead of
Silicone Seal

Press Port
into Tile and
make Flush

1/8” Nylon Barb Fitting
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Use 1/8” ID x 1/4” OD PVC Tubing to
connect Pressure Port to Pressure

Sensor

Tubing Available from U.S. Plastics

Item #: 59002
Manufacturer: Excelon
Part #: 410205

To CZ-22 Pressure Sensor

CZ-22 Diff. Pressure Sensor Installation Instructions
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CZ-22 Differential Pressure Sensor Tubing Installation
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Local Port
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Install the remote pressure
port as described on the
previous page.

Drill a 68 mm hole in the ceiling
tile for the junction box.

Insert the junction
box into the hole
and tighten the
retention screws.

Connect the local port
tubing jumper as shown
in the table below.

Connect the tubing
from the remote port
according to the
table below.

Wire the connector
as shown on the
following pages.

CZ-22 Diff. Pressure Sensor Installation Instructions

Mount the sensor in
the junction box

with the 2 screws provided.



The SensorBus
TM

Acceptable SensorBus Network Cable

Making Reliable Connections

#1 - Strip Conductors
that have a common

color ¼ inch.

#2 - Insert into Ferrule and
Crimp with the Tool shown above.

AUX - YEL

GND - GRN

Data - RED

+5V - BLK

WHT + ORG

WHT + BLU

BLU + WHT

ORG + WHT

#3 - After all four sets of wires have been
crimped, insert the ferrules into the

connector and tighten the retaining screws.

Make sure that you
follow the wiring

color code exactly!

SensorBus
Devices

SensorBus network cable must be dual twisted cable with a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms. Simple CAT-3 digital
telephone cable can be used. Some dual twisted pair cables have a CAT-5 speed rating and can be used for the SensorBus. It is
also possible to use 4-pair CAT-5 or CAT-6 Ethernet cable and simply not use the extra pairs.

All of the above mentioned cables have solid conductors. It is also possible to use stranded cable as long as it meets the
impedance (100 ohms) and speed rating (CAT-3 or better). Stranded cable is always more expensive than solid but is has the
advantage of being more flexible and resists breaking.

Generally speaking, shielded cable is not required for the SensorBus. It can be used if you have to route the network close to
florescent lights or machinery that can produce electrical noise. Cable with a “Plenum-rated” jacket should be used if installing
it in a closed area above a drop ceiling or within walls.

The SensorBus is a simple master-slave communications network that allows the use of very inexpensive slave devices
because of its self-clocking communications scheme. The network is based on Dallas Semiconductor’s (Now Maxim) 1-Wire
bus which has been used successfully throughout the world. While the 1-Wire bus uses a single pair of wires, the SensorBus
generally uses 4 (2 pairs).

Auxiliary Generally used for serial data coming from a wireless receiver.
Power (+5V) Power for the remote sensors
Data Synchronous Bidirectional Data
Ground Common Ground for Power and Data

A 2-wire version of the SensorBus is used for certain CZ sensors. In this case, only Data and Ground are used and the remote
devices steal their power from the Data line while it is high (at +5V).

The SensorBus has a single master (a DA-12 or CS-05) that communicates with one or more slaves (sensors) in party-line
fashion. Each slave has a unique serial number. The master uses this serial number to establish communications with a specific
slave. This may be to request measurement data, apply settings, or send an output.

Most network problems stem from incorrect termination of the wires. The best practice is to use the appropriate ferrules and
crimp them with a high quality crimping tool as shown in the diagram below.
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Running the Network Cable

Properly Splicing the Cable

The following are a few simple rules for successfully running a SensorBus network cable.

1) All cable components must be rated CAT-3 or better. It is best to use the same type of cable throughout a run
(don't mix CAT-3 and CAT-5 cable in the same run).

2) The cable must be pulled from the reel or box without kinking and using a steady tension of 25 pounds or less.

3) The cable must not be stretched, pulled around sharp corners, or kinked.

4) Use a cable lubricant if pulling the cable through long runs of conduit.

5) On riser installations (overhead installation), try to lower the cable down, not pull up.

6) Cables must be supported to prevent stress. Cable supports should not have sharp edges that may distort the
cable.

7) Cable ties must not be so tight as to distort the jacket of the cable. They are only used to prevent unnecessary
movement of the cable, so snug is tight enough.

Network Topology
The SensorBus is designed to be a linear bus network where each slave (sensor) is connected in parallel directly to the network
without any intervening cable. This intervening cable is called a “stub” and is not allowed. The diagram below shows a
SensorBus network with a master (DA-12 or CS-05) and multiple slaves (CT or CZ Sensors).

Maximum Network Length
The maximum length for a 4-wire SensorBus network is 250 feet (76 meters). Two (2) wire networks can be up to 1,000 feet
(304 meters) long depending on the care that is taken running the cable and on the environment the cable is being run
through.

Network cables can be easily spliced and network integrity maintained if the proper components, tools, and splicing techniques
are used. 3M UY2-3M ScotchLok Connectors are available at electrical and telecommunications distributors
throughout the USA and can also be purchased at Lowes, Home Depot, etc. They typically cost $8-12 per 100. They can be
crimped with regular pliers, but it is best to use special crimpers from Klein Tools (D234-6) and other manufacturers.

Master

Slave Slave Slave
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TO CS-05

CZ-22 CZ-15

CT-19
with

PE-21

High

Low

CZ-22 Differential Pressure Sensor Wiring

CZ-22 Diff. Pressure Sensor Installation Instructions

AUX - YEL

GND - GRN

Data - RED

+5V - BLK

WHT + ORG

WHT + BLU

BLU + WHT

ORG + WHT

Waterproof Connector for 2-wire RTD

Color Code
for CAT-3/5

Cable

All Sensors are Wired in Parallel (Bussed)
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